
 

Homework  Autumn 1st Half Term  
After last year we have chosen to keep with the format used for homework as the feedback was overwhelmingly positive.  The tasks set are optional but it would be good to try at least one PSHE and Topic 
homework whilst reading remains the single most important thing you can do at home to support your child in school.  This year the school has also changed its web based maths support package after 
trials in Godrevy Class last year and we hope that you can all find some time to explore it at home – for those of you with limited internet access please contact your class teacher as we may be able to 
facilitate access or support in other ways.  We hope you enjoy trying some of the tasks. 
 

Reading.  Remember reading is probably the most important homework you can do.  Try and read every night even if it is just for 10 minutes.  Sometimes it is also nice to have stories read to you (these count in your termly total).     

 My Target is: 
Termly Total.  This half term I have read these books: 
 

Personal Moral Spiritual 
 

Everybody likes to have their best qualities 
recognized and it is also really nice to give.  
Create a special certificate or if you are really 
adventurous a cup or shield to give to someone 
in school for something that they are amazing at 
e.g. being a great sportsperson or being kind and 
helpful. 

People inspire us to achieve our goals. Who inspires you 
and why?  Create a cardboard cutout of your 
hero/heroine and fill it with words and phrases that 
describe what makes their character so great. 

Trying new things opens up new possibilities and 
with them come new challenges and goals.  Get a 
picture or video of you trying something new and tell 
your class a little about your experience. 

Goal or Dream?  What is the difference?  
In school we think of goals as something 
we can achieve in a short time but you 
should not stop dreaming.  Make a goal 
that is achievable and record how you 
are working hard to achieve this. 

Comment Comment Comment Comment 

Our Topic Draw a picture of the houses that were built 
during the time of the Great fire of London. How 
were they different to where you live now.  
 
 

Imagine you were a person living in 1666. What job 
would you chose to do and why? Prepare a speech to 
read out convincing the class you are the best person for 
the job!  

If you were leaving your home during The Great Fire 
of London, what three precious items would you 
save? 

Materials are used for particular 
purposes. Have a look around your home 
environment and write a list of which 
materials are used for certain household 
objects. Are there any other materials 
the objects could be made from?  

Comment Comment Comment Comment 
 
 
 
 

Mathletics 

 

The school has decided to continue to subscribe to mathletics this year as it offers great flexibility for home support as well as still having the games 
that children love. Class teachers have been given passwords for your children which they will give out on the first few weeks back.  

Points awarded on Mathletics this term: 
Comment 
 
 
 
 

 

Going 
for 

Goals 
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